[Tensibility measurements on the rat's aorta III. Analysis of longitudinal and transversal extension as related to age (authors transl)].
Stress-strain diagrams of standardizised longitudinal and transversal stripes of the thoracic aorta of 125 male Sprague-Dawley rats aged 9, 15, 24 and 30 months were recorded by an electromechanical instrument. The stripes were subjected to three successive extension-relaxation cycles. The relaxation curves of the third cycle were approximated to the functions y = a + bx and y = cxd (longitudinal stripes) and y = mxf and y = gxh (transversal stripes) respectively. The parameters could be interpreted as measures for structural and functional properties of elastic and collagenous fibers. The age changes of the curve parameters led to the following conclusions concerning age-dependent functional alterations of the aorta: The emphasis can be placed upon the increasing resistance counteracting the extension occuring with great stroke volumes. This may lead to the reduction of the capacity of the air chamber with great stroke volumes. These phenomena seem to be mainly caused by an increase of the pitch of the spiral of the collagenic fiber and the increase of the amount and/or the stability of the collagen. Age-related alterations of the elastin and of the net structure formed by the fibers influence also the distensibility at smaller extensions but seem to be less important. Therefore, the structural alterations of the aorta with age will affect the function in the first place at large stroke volumes and not be very obvious at a basic heart performance.